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CHGCG – APPENDIX II
WHBC: Draft Local Plan October 2016
Assessment of Green Corridor Heritage:
Connectivity, Landscape Character and
Important Views
1. Introduction
1.1. The area of the Central Hertfordshire Green Corridor considered in this report
covers the river valleys of the Mimram from Welwyn village to Hertford, the Lea from
Hatfield to Hertford, the interfluve between them from Welwyn Garden City to
Hertford and the river slopes to the north of the Mimram and south of the Lea.
1.2. This report is intended to contribute to a wider assessment of the area including,
ecosystems, access &c.
1.3 There are a number of heritage assets within this area from Palaeolithic to
modern and the areas also forms part of the setting for a number of other heritage
assets which would be affected by any development within the Green Corridor
2. Heritage Assets
these comprise:
2.1 Scheduled Ancient Monuments: Roxford Grotto [the formal gardens
surrounding Roxford house have been excavated and landfilled leaving the gardens
immediately surrounding the grotto as a scheduled moment and covered with
invasive scrub)
2.2 Listed Buildings:
Grade 1:

Hatfield House, Hatfield Palace, St Peter’s Church Tewin

Grade II*:
Church at

Marden Hill House, Amores at Hertingforbury, St Mary & St John
Hertingfordbury, St Mary’s Church Essendon.

Grade II:
Panshanger (Orangery and Conservatory, Riverside Cottage, South
Lodge, Stables,
Kitchen Garden
Walls and Keepers Cottage). At
least 60 further listed buildings at
Grade II in the Villages and Greens

2.3 Historic Parks and Gardens:
Grade I:

Hatfield Park

Grade II*:

Panshanger

Grade II:

Goldings, Tewin Water, Bayfordbury
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Undesignated: Howell Court, Roxford, Woolmers Park, Camfield Place,
Essendon/Birds Place,
Bedwell Park, Digswell, Lockleys Park,
Tewin House, Marden Hill, Hertingfordbury
Park
2.4 Conservation Areas at Tewin, East End Green, Essendon and Hertingfordbury
3. Historic Designed Landscapes in the Green Corridor Area
3.1. Pre-history
Neolithic tools (axes, scrapers and the flint flakes from their working) have been
found in Digswell north of the river Mimram and in SherrardsPark Wood, a group of
worked flints has been found just south of the river Lea near Essendon. Bronze Age
remains of a cremation at Digswell, a burnt mound at The Commons, and a Bronze
Age settlement comprising 2 circular structures, and a D shaped animal pen, within
field systems together with a Holloway or ditch have been recorded on the interfluve
(McDonald). Late Iron Age and Roman ditches have been recorded at Birchall,
together with a rich La Tene (late Iron Age) burial of the 'chieftain' type was the
development of Daniells and a Belgic site recorded at Grubs Barn on the interfluve.
3.2 Medieval
3.2.1 Holwell Hyde, Ludwick Hyde and Hatfield Hyde are all medieval in origin
and the boundary banks and ditches alongside Holwell Hyde have been described as
Saxon. A hide was a Saxon unit of taxation, usually about 120 acres and in the early
days enough land to sustain one peasant farming family.
Boundary banks and ditches surround these hydes which may have been assarted
from St Albans or Ely Abbeys ( Williamson 2007). The deserted settlements around
the main farm in these hydes and the possible presence of a windmill on Windmill
Hill, together the ancient and veteran pollarded oaks and hornbeams which have
been mapped and the pattern of lanes and byways both historic and remaining,
indicate an early farming landscape of considerable significance.
The moated sites at Birchall Farm and Moat Wood (now gone) indicate local
importance with Birchall Farm as a double moat with islands, which was adapted to
provide a more decorative feature.
3.2.2 Hatfield Park: The earliest reference to the monastic park is in 1222. The
survey of 1251 indicated a great park of 1,000 acres and a little park of 350 acres.
Wood was coppiced and clay was extracted and pannage and agistment agreements
were made. By 1514 the three parks (now including Innings Park) were used by
Henry VIII and remained in royal hands until it passed to the Cecils in 1607. By 1611
the great park, which ran from Lower Woodside to Newgate Street, was surplus to
the new designed landscape and was enclosed at the request of the commoners. A
New Park of 560 acres was created and stocked with deer and conies but was
disparked into three farms about 1630.
3.2.3 Hertingfordbury Park: The park of Hertingfordbury is first mentioned in
1285. http://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/herts/vol3/pp462-468 - fnn45 In 1359–60
William de Louthe the keeper accounted for three men who were employed for five
days at 3d. a day in inclosing and cutting wood in the park. In 1604 same year a
special commission was appointed which certified that the extent of the park was 205
acres of very hard soil 'after the nature of Hertfordshire,' which would keep 150 deer
and no more, and that 160 out of 200 deer kept there had died in one year. The park
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in 1627 contained 237 acres besides a meadow of 3 acres called 'le deere
meadowe,' and I acre of osier woods. Free chase and free warren in it were granted
at the same time. By the early 17th century the great deer park had returned to
agriculture and a new little ornamental park south of the river around the house had
been laid out, Traces of this important early 18th century landscape still remain.
(Rowe 2009)
3.3. Post medieval
3.3.1 Digswell: A park surrounded the house and church of St John’s at Digswell.
The 1599 sale survey (HALS D/EP/P1) shows woodland to the south west with fishponds in the river valley and a warren with keeper’s house and enclosures. The
survey indicates that 140 acres of woodland was coppiced. Within Sherrards Wood
there are woodbanks indicating the possible deer enclosure of about 40 acres

3.3.2 Hatfield Park: Innings Park dates from c.1508 and covered the core of what is
now Hatfield Home Park containing deer and timber (beech and oaks). This was
incorporated in the new designed landscape laid out by the Earls of Salisbury from
the early 17th century onwards and is now part of the Grade I Registered landscape.
(Rowe, 2009). The park is a setting for the Grade I Jacobean house and palace and
several ancillary Grade II buildings
The pleasure grounds were laid out with advice from John Tradescant (including new
plants purchased on the continent), with Simon Sturtevant and Salomon de Caus for
the waterworks. Although neglected during the 18th century they were revived during
the 19th and are now well-maintained.
The significance of Hatfield Park is not only the key people, Cecil, Lyminge, Jones,
de Caus, Tradescant involved in its creation, but the association with Elizabeth I and
other Tudor monarchs as well as a pioneering role in the development of the WWI
tank. Allied to this is a very high aesthetic and architectural value (as recognised by
the Grade I listings) and the community value which it has as part of a much wider
community and estate.
3.3.3 Holwelbury: An early park or warren, certainly Tudor and maybe medieval,
was sited on the interfluve between Hatfield Park and Panshanger. The existence of
this park was recorded in a dispute in the early seventeenth century over the
payment of rent for a piece of land belonging to the manor of Hertingfordbury. The
aggrieved lord of the manor, Christopher Vernon, was able to show in 1636 that part
of the land in dispute had been acquired in or before 1504-5 by Thomas
Peryen/Perient, the then owner of Holwelbury who ‘had layd the said ground into his
Parke or Warren called Holwelbury Parke’ – an act described as an ‘incroachment
without licence’. The disputed parcel of land, woodland called Nottock, ‘lay betwene
Welles greene and Hollwelbury Parke and was part of a certen copy hold called
Lythinges’. Fields named ‘Wellses’ and ‘Wells’s’ were recorded on the
Hertingfordbury parish map of 1704 lying alongside the eastern boundary of
Holwellpark Wood. Whether he established a park at Holwell in 1504, or was simply
enlarging a pre-existing park is not known but Holwel Park and Park Woods are
shown on the Ordnance Survey Drawing 149 of 1805
3.3.4 Lockleys: A manor by 1303. For some years it was owned by the Perrient
family of Digswell and eventually sold. The 1766 Dury and Andrews map shows a
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park and high-status formal gardens, possibly water garden, along the Mimram.
There were reciprocal views across the valley to Digswell House. By the 19th century,
the park, no called Lockleys Warren (and Park) had remained the same in area but
the gardens had become simplified with just 2 islands and a waterfall in the river. In
1910, the then owner, called in Reginald Blomfield to make alterations to the late 17t
h century house(Grade II*) and aly out the Arts & Crafts garden. The site is now
SherrardsWood School and the gardens have been developed for school use but the
views across and along the Mimram reamin
4. 18th century Landscape Parks

Dury & Andrews Map 1766 digitally redrawn by Andrew McNair showing parks
in red, woods in green, roads in white and avenues as dotted lines
4.1 Cole Green and Panshanger Laid out from 1704 with several oak avenues
aligned to the northeast, east, southeast and southwest. In the 1750s Capability
Brown designed a parkland around this to include ha-ha, menagerie with shrubberies
framing views of important external landmarks (Hatfield House, Tewin House,
Digswell, Essendon church), perimeter drive and belt. He naturalised the formal
parkland although the avenues remained outside of the immediate pleasure grounds.
In 1799 Earl Cowper commissioned Repton to design a parkland focussing on a new
house at Panshanger to replace the Elizabethan farmhouse which had been
‘gothicised’ in the mid-18th century. Cole Green parkland was incorporated in this
although changes in the perimeter road layout at the time meant that the Menagerie
and the key view from it now lay outside the west side of the park...
Victorian gardens were laid out in a linear fashion along the ridge above the north
side of the valley, running from Garden Wood and the Box Garden on the east side
of the house, through the terrace overlooking the Repton Broadwater, to the Dairy
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Garden (containing the orangery and octagonal dairy), through rose, canna and
fountain gardens to the Panshanger Oak.
Today the Cottage (Grade II) at the walled garden survives but much altered,
together with the walled garden attributed to Brown, some 18th century barns, and ice
house and a store. There are also traces of the early 18th century oak avenues and
the pond depicted by in c.1800, as well as portions of the ha-ha around the former
Cole Green mansion and traces of the drives. However, most of the Brown
landscape has been excavated for gravel and all traces of it have been lost.
The mansion house at Panshanger, built to a design by Atkinson, rebuilt after a fire in
the 19th century and demolished 1954, is now a rubble-strewn footprint. The
Orangery (Grade II) is on the Heritage At Risk Register and all detail of the gardens
has been lost. The Garden Wood has been harmed by the carving out of a Forest
School within it, although some of the outgrown yew hedges and path system are still
visible. Fragments remain of fountains, ponds and walls, all of which were extant
when the site was sold in 1954.
Some of the southern portion was detached when the A414 dual carriageway was
cut through from Cole Green to Hertingfordbury which has left the South Lodges, the
Stewards House (Cole Green House – Grade II),the former Pheasantry/Game
Keeper’s Lodge and Mayflower Place detached from the park.
Views to Hertingfordbury church are still visible along the valley although views
towards Tewin have been compromised by poor woodland management and
bunding for gravel extraction. The views from the former Menagerie at Cole Green
across the Birchall Farm plateau are still extant.
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Dury & Andrew 1766 Map showing views to the east from the Cole Green
Mansion along the oak avenues and to the west through the ‘Capability’ Brown
Shrubbery around the menagerie
The significance of Panshanger Park lies in the association of the 2 greatest 18th
century landscape designers, ‘Capability’ Brown and Humphry Repton and with its
key position along the Mimram valley as one of the three pearls (Tewin Water and
Gigswell0 of Repton’s grand design. Pevsner dubbed the Panshanger landscape one
of Repton’s most perfect schemes. It is now under threat due to gravel extraction and
poor restoration. The historic significance of the park in the local community is welldocumented as is the national role played during the Boer War.

4.2 Marden Hill: The grounds were laid out in the early 18th century with formal
avenues round the house and avenues connecting to the landscape of Tewin House
which had reciprocal features giving a long view across both landscapes from either
end,. There were also views across the Mimram valley to Panshanger and the
plateau, as well as along the valley to Tewin Water. By 1805 this landscape had
been ‘naturalised’ and thick perimeter belts planted along the westward boundary
screening the site of the old Tewin House (demolished by Earl Cowper in 1805)
although the avenues towards Tewin House and Hertford remained and a walled
garden had been added. Traces of these avenues survive along the entrance drive
towards Hertford and the old view towards Tewin House.

4.3 Bayfordbury: The house (Grade II*) was built on farmland by Sir William Baker
in 1759 who then developed a landscape park stretching down to the river Lea and
across towards Brickendonbury, forming another cluster of parks with
Brickendonbury and Balls Park. Sier William had links with the Kit-Kat Club and the
East India Company and laid out his park in some style as evidenced on the 1807
estate map. Planting was very considered with John Claudius Loudon being
involved. The pinetum was famous, with the trees being illustrated and described in a
hand-book. It was also a ‘hospital’ for trees which were not thriving at Kew Gardens.
Key views between Bayfordbury and Roxford and Wollmers on the other side of the
river Lea were part of the design, being framed by tree clumps. Some of the cedars
of Lebanon and other clumps remain.

4.3.1 Camfield Place: The house dates from the16th century or earlier but the
formal walled enclosures were transformed into an ornamental park in the mid-18th
century in a more ‘natural’ style with ponds in the valley. It eventually included
plantations and along the road to act as screening, with winding walks and drives
through them.
4.3.2 Essendon Place: In the mid 18th century a small estate of about 16 acres with
pleasure grounds. It was sold in 1808 when it had grown to 27 acres and in 1812 the
neighbouring estate of Birds Place was bought and incorporated into the grounds. By
1829 the grounds were described as
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park-like paddock, and lawn (HALS H902-3). The house was extended in the 1830s
and then in the 20th century and further houses built in the grounds near the road but
the wider landscape remains.
4.3.3 Birds Place: This was a small estate lying between Essendon Place and
Camfield Place. A mid-18th century parkland landscape was laid out so by 1812 The
House stands on an eminence, opposite Bedwell Park, at the entrance of the
picturesque village of Essendon, commanding extensive and varied prospects in
every direction. The Pleasure Grounds consist of a handsome circular Lawn, with a
carriage sweep, forming the approach to the house, entered from the High Road by
folding
gates, Extensive shrubbery walks, embellished with Evergreens, and thriving
Plantations of timber trees. The Land consists of rich meadow and pasturage,
receding in gentle undulations from the House and the whole form together a most
desirable estate of about thirty acres, adapted in every respect for the residence of a
Gentleman of Fortune, or Merchant of Eminence (HALS D1049 (HALS D1049).
Essendon Place and Birds Place had views into Camfield Place and vice versa, with
the boundary hidden by the contours so each estate encompasses some of the
neighbours’ land. This illusion of owning all the land within view was not lost even
after early 19th century tree planting. Calves Green Croft was also incorporated into
the views. until taken into the landscape of Camfield Place in the early 19th century,
Today these landscapes retain elements of their tree belts and parkland now
augmented with 19th century and later gardens
4.4 The Mimram valley was landscaped by Humphry Repton from 1799 for Earl
Cowper with a series of 3 ornamental parklands, Digswell, Tewin Water and
Panshanger. Each incorporated a Broadwater and planting and each was given
dressed grounds near the house. These three landscapes were to be read as a
whole and individually but also incorporated views to the exterior feature such as the
view towards Hertingfordbury church from the grounds and parks at Panshanger.
4. 5 Goldings: Although a park and garden were in place in the 18th century around
a house called Goldens, the layout today owes much to the 19th century with a house
of 1870 by George Devey in Tudor revival style. The parkland of Goldings, sloping
down to the river Beane and Goldings canal, an ornamental sinuous water .
Perimeter Belt planting now obscures views towards the Panshanger estate but,
although much developed for housing in and around the walled garden, the park and
its Wellingtonia and cedar plantings is still extant.
4.6 Holwell Court: An Arts and Crafts estate laid out round an Ernest George house
of c.1900 (now subdivided into apartments). Pleasure grounds with loggia, rock

garden, sunken garden and shrubberies were provided as well as kitchen
garden, small farm and grazing land. In the 1980s the walled kitchen garden
was removed. The house is now divided into flats and the southeastern field
has been used as a Traveller Site. Former estate cottages, farmery, engine
house and lodges remain although their use has changed
The grounds are mainly laid to parkland to the south and south west of the mansion
with perimeter belts, broken to allow views of Essendon church and Hatfield Park
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5. Overview and Planning Concerns
By the end of the 18th century the concentration of historic parks laid out from the
17th century onwards, along the Green Corridor highlights the importance of this
landscape. Key to this concentration was the easy access to London, the views
afforded by the topography of plateau and river valleys together with the well-wooded
nature of the countryside. Many of these sites shared views, tree avenues and river
access but they also used the land between them as a rural setting for their parks,
emphasising the difference between the pastoral and the ornamental. (Spooner
2015)
These landscapes, with the addition of Holwell Court, have largely survived, with one
or two exceptions, even if features have blurred and the parks now used as pasture.
Of equal importance is that their settings have survived so that, even though
changes have occurred, the landscapes and their crucial relationships one to another
and to the interfluve, can still be appreciated
The NPPF emphasizes the importance of setting to the significance of historic parks
and devotes a section (12) to Conserving and Enhancing the historic environment.
Section 129 requires the local planning authorities to identify and assess the
particular significance of any heritage asset that may be affected by a proposal
(including development affecting the setting of the heritage asset).
In Guidance Notes Seeing the History in The View (May 2100) and The Setting of
Heritage Assets (October 2011), Historic England re-inforces the NPPF. Harm to the
setting of heritage assets causes harm to their significance.
The NPPF makes it clear that the setting of a heritage asset is the surroundings in
which a heritage asset is experienced.
Views which contribute more to understanding the significance of a heritage asset
include:
•
those where relationships between the asset and other historic assets or
places or natural features are particularly relevant
•
those with historical associations, including viewing points and the
topography of battlefields
•
those where the composition within the view was a fundamental aspect of the
design or function of the heritage asset, and those between heritage assets and
natural or topographic features, or phenomena such as solar and lunar events
Assets, whether contemporaneous or otherwise, which were intended to be seen
from one another for aesthetic, functional, ceremonial or religious reasons include:
•
prehistoric funerary and ceremonial sites
•
historic parks and gardens with deliberate links to other designed
landscapes, and remote ‘eye-catching’ features or ‘borrowed’ landmarks
beyond the park boundary
Key views across the Birchall Farm landscape included those from Cole Green
towards Digswell House, Essendon church, Hatfield Park, Wood Hall, Bush Hall and
Tewin. The views are still intact from that part of Cole Green estate landscaped by
Capability Brown which lies west of Panshanger Lane.
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The 19th century use of landscape for farming, especially with the expansion of the
larger estates at Panshanger and Hatfield, emphasized their importance as the
settings for the great estates.
Key designed views from Holwell Court are to Hatfield Park and Essendon church
In the 20th and 21st centuries the landscape has largely retained its open agricultural
aspect despite gravel workings, infill and the upgrading of the A414. Views are still
extant as far as Brookmans Park from Cole Green shrubbery (menagerie), Welwyn
Garden City is not widely visible and the individual parks still make a contribution to
the wider landscape (and vice versa, utilising it as their setting and therefore deriving
significance from it)
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